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Focal Depth Information from the SH Body Wave
Spectrum of a Deep Earthquake

By E. MANTOVANI1)and P. GASPERINI2)

Summary- The SH body-wave spectrum of a deep earthquake, which occurred at the foot of the
Kamchatka peninsula and was recorded in the Solomon Islands, presents a regular modulation.

The distribution of minima in the amplitude spectrum, corresponding to jumps in the phase spectrum,
conforms with that expected from the interference between direct and surface reftected waves.

The strong dependence of the modulation on the focai depth, emerging from theoretica1 SH body wave
spectra obtained with the contribution of the first 21 higher Love-wave modes, was used to investigate the
focai depth of the event here considered. The value estimated, 140 km, agrees with an earlier focal depth
determination by travel time data.

Key words: Theoretical seismograms; Body-wave spectrum; Focal depth.

l. lntroduction

The presence of minima in the amplitude spectrum of isolated body wave signaIs,
comprising direct and surface reftected waves has aIready been considered, in relation
to focal depth determination, by many authors (BOGERTet al., 1963; COHEN,1970;
GUHA,1970; GUHAand STAUDER,1970; KULHANEK,1971, 1973).

This paper describes the observation ofthis efTectfor a deep-event which occurred
at the foot of the Kamchatka peninsula and was recorded in the Solomon IsIands.

The comparison between the observed spectrum and theoretical spectra, obtained
with a filtered contribution of Love-wave (or torsionaI) modes, provides information
on the sensitivity ofthe spectral modulation to focal depth and to the geometry ofthe
source.

2. Experimental results

The earthquake studied (26 Oecember 1964; 143030.3 GCT; 51.89°N 156.73°E;
Magnitude: 5.7) was recorded at the WWSSN station of Honiara (HNR) at the end of
a path across the Pacific Oceano The orientation of the E-W instrument. at Honiara,
relative to the path, is ideaI for recording pure SH motion.

l) Osservatorio Geofisico, Università di Siena, Italy.
2) Istituto di Geofisica, Università di Bologna, Italy.
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The first-motion study of this event (KNOPOFF, 1974) gives a dip-slip dislocation in
an approximately vertical fault-plane.

The focal depth has been estimated at 145 km by the analysis of body-wave travel
times (ANON., 1968) and at 180 km by surface-wave study (KAUSEL et al., 1977).

The experimental record and the amplitude and phase spectrum relative to a signal
length induding only the body-wave phases Sand sS are shown in Fig. 1. In the same
figure is also reported, for comparison, the envelope ofthe amplitude spectrum ofthe
noise preceding the S phase.
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Figure l
Amplitude (fulliine) and phase spectrum (dashed line) of the direct and surface reflected waves from a deep
earthquake occurring at the foot of the Kamchatka peninsula. (26 December 1964; 14 30 30.3 GCT. 51.89°N
156.73°E, Magnitude: 5.7.) The amplitudes are normalized to I and the phases are in a relative scale. The
periods that appear in the lower scale correspond to minima and jumps respectively in the amplitude and
phase spectrum. At the bottom is reported part of the seismogram recorded at the WWSSN station of
Honiara in the Solomon Islands (East is upward). The signallength taken into account for the spectral
analysis is indicated by L. The dotted line represents the envelope of the amplitude spectrum of the noise

preceding the S phase.
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The signal was digitized at a rate of about one point per second and the spectral
analysis was carried out by the FFT technique.

The spectrum was corrected for the efTectof the instrument (T. = 30 sec and Tg

= 100 sec). Tests carried out using difTerent digitizations of the record and difTerent
truncations ofthe signal have shown that these factors produce difTerencesin the shape
of the long period amplitude spectrum in accordance with the results of LINDEand
SACKS(1971), but that the periods of minima do not vary appreciably.

The tests on difTerent truncations of the signal were, however, limited by the short
time interval between the phases sS and ScS; some disturbance from this efTectcannot
therefore be excluded.

The presence of minima and jumps respectively in the amplitude and in the phase
spectrum of body waves may be caused by many factors such as finite velocity of fault
propagation, reverberation in source and receiver crust or in any layered medium and
interference between waves propagating along difTerent paths. The efTect of finite
source propagation on the spectral modulation is mainly dependent on the fault
dimensions and rupture velocity (BEN-MENAHEM,1962; BEN-MENAHEMet al., 1965;

HIRASAWAand STAUDER,1965; KHATIRI,1969). Assuming, on the basis of empirical
relations between magnitude and fault dimension (TOCHER,1958; PRESS,1965; WySS
and BRUNE,1968),a fault length ofabout 6 km fortheevent hereconsidered (M = 5.7)
and assuming a rupture velocity in the range of 2.5-3.5 km/sec, it is possible to expect
minima in the amplitude spectrum at periods no longer than a few seconds (KHATIRI,
1969). Theoretical and observational results on the modulation of SH body-wave
spectra due to reverberation in the crust, reported by IBRAHIM(1969), indicate the
presence of minima in the spectrum at periods shorter than about lO seconds.

The interference between difTerent waves, in the experimental example here
considered, clearly refers to Sand sS waves. The efTectof the surface reftection is to
modulate the spectrum by a factor:

(1 + A2 + 2A cos wtO)1/2 (1)

where A is the relative amplitude of the surface reftected wave relative to the direct
wave, w is the angular frequency and to is the S-sS time interval. For recording at
te1eseismicdistances the angle of incidence at the surface for sS is small and if A = - 1
the modulation is given approximate1y by the factor:

21sin(w10/2)1

we can thus expect minima in the amplitude spectrum at the periods:

(2)

T _ ton--
n

n = 1,2, ... (3)

lO' measured in the record here considered, is about 53 sec.
The distribution of minima in the amplitude spectrum (Fig. 1) conforms with the

above predicted behavior. On the basis of this result and ofthe above considerations as
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to the efTect of other factors, it seems reasonab1e to suppose that the observed
modulation of the spectrum, at periods longer than lO seconds, shou1d be mainly
dependent on the interference between direct and surface reflected shear waves.

3. Theoretical computations

The theoretical spectra were computed with the contribution of the first 21 higher
Love-wave modes, folIowing the basic theory given by SAlTO(1967)and T ACHEUKIand
SAlTO(1972) and extended to a radialIy heterogeneous sphere by FUKAOand ABE
(1971). AlI the details on the computational procedure are reported by SCHWAB(1970),
SCHWABand KNOPOFF(1970,1971,1972), KAUSELand SCHWAB(1973) and KNOPOFFet

al. (1973).
The computations reported here, were carried out with an oceanic structure ofthe

eIT-l! type (ANDERSONand TOKSOZ,1963). The radiaI heterogeneity of the crust
mantle system is modelled by about 200 1ayers, the dependence of the intrinsic
anelasticity on depth is approximated by a slightly modified version ofthe attenuation
model MM8 (ANDERSONet al., 1965). Oetails on the above structural parameters are
reported by KAUSELet al. (1977). A number ofpapers on the interpretation, in terms of
Love-wave stationary phases, of surface-wave phases such as Lg (KNOPOFFet al.,
1973), Sa (SCHWABet al., 1974), SII(STEPHENand ISAcKs, 1977; MANTOVANIet al.,
1977b) and on the generation of complete theoretical seismograms by inverse Fourier
transformation of the propagating fundamental and higher Love-wave modes
(NAKANISHIet al., 1977; MANTOVANIet al., 1977a; MANTOVANI,1978; LIAOet al.,
1978) have provided information on the distribution of the seismic wave energy with
respect to the group velocity and to the excitation functions for ali the modes.

On the basis of this information we tested the isolation of body waves by filtering
out the normal mode energy associated with surface waves. The cut-ofTfrequencies and
group velocities we used for filtering are indicated in Fig. 3, where the group velocity
dlspersion curves and the normalized amp1itude spectra for the first 21 modes are
reported.

Analysis ofthis last figure and ofthe time series generated with the contribution of
single modes and an increasing number of modes (Fig. 4), provides information on the
correspondence between the frequency domain information and the waves appearing
on the theoretical seismograms; the energy ofbody waves appears to be clearly related
with the superposition of maxima for the higher modes in the 10ng-period section ofthe
amplitude spectra while the train of surface waves is associated with the cor
respondence between the group velocity extrema at about 4.4 km/sec and the maxima
in amplitude spectra for the first few modes. The filtered spectrum, containing the
body-wave energy only, is shown in Fig. 2. The time series at the bottom ofthe same
figure, obtained as inverse Fourier transformation of the lower spectrum, shows that
the filtering, carried out in the frequency domain, almost completely isolates the
phases Sand sS in the time domain.
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Figure 2
SH body-wave spectrum obtained with the contribution ofthe first 21 higher Love-wave modes. The energy
associated with sunace waves was filtered out; details about this filtering are given in the text and in the
caption of Fig. 3. The source model used for computations is a dip-slip dislocation on a vertical fault pIane at
a depth of 180 km. The azimuth is 40°. The geometry and coordinate system at the source is described in Fig.
6f. In the upper part are shown the normalized amplitude spectrum (fullline) and the apparent initial phase
(dashed line). The lower amplitude spectrum corresponds to an epicentral distance of 6788 km, the same of
the experimental record considered. The time series obtained by inverse Fourier transformation ofthe lower

spectrum is shown at the bottom of the figure.

The core reflected waves ScS, identifiable on the experimental record, are mainly
associated with modes higher than 21, which reach deeper in the Earth structure; in the
theoretical time series, in fact, only their long-period energy appears after the phase sS.
The theoretical spectrum, for periods shorter than 20 seconds is not directly
comparable to the experimental one because it lacks the energy associated with modes
higher than 21 ; the experimental-theoretical comparison of spectra will thus concern
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Figure 3a
Group velocity dispersion curves and normaJized amplitude spectra for the first Il higher Love-wave modes,
The source model used for compvtations is a dip-slip dislocation on a vertical fault piane at a depth of
180km. For ali details on the structural parameters and the computational procedure see KAUSEL et al,
(1977), The dashed Iines, which intersect the group velocity curves at a velocity of about 5 km/sec show

where the contribution of each mode was truncated to filter out the surface-wave energy.
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Figure 3b

Group velocity dispersion curves and amplitude spectra for Love-wave modes (from 12 to 21). See caption of
Fig, 3a for other details.
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Left: time series corresponding to individuai modes; right: time series generated with the contribution or an
increasing number or modes (East is downward). The arrivai time or the first burst in the seismogram

generated with 21 modes is identified on the single-mode time series by a verticalline.

only the minima at periods longer than about 20 sec. Details about the above effect are

given in Table l where the periods of minima in the theoretical spectra generated with a

different number of modes are reported. From the results given in Table l, one can

deduce that the absence in the theoretical spectra of the energy associated with modes

higher than 21, causes a shift, toward shorter periods, of holes occurring at periods
shorter than 20 sec.

Tests carried out with slightly different cut-offfrequencies in the filtering of surface

wave energy for each mode, indicate no variation in the frequency domain distribution
of minima.

Table I

Dependence 01 the modulation 01 theoretical SH body-wave spectra on the number 01 higher Love-wave modes

used in the computations. The numbers represent the periods (sec) at which thefirstlour minima occur in the

amplitude spectrum. The source model usedlor computations is a dip-slip dislocation in a verticallault pIane at a

depth 01 140 km

Number or modes 2 3 4

21

18

15

53.7

53.5

53.5

25.5

25.4

25.2

16.5

15.7

14.4

12.0
11.0
9.7
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4. Experimental-theoretical comparison oJ spectra

(Pageoph,

In the first theoretical body wave spectrum computed (Fig. 2) one notes the
presence of a series ofminima similar to that in the observed spectrum. The sensitivity
of this feature with respect to focal depth was investigated by tests the results of which
are reported in Table 2. If, for the reasons explained above, one only takes into account

Table 2

Dependence of the modulation of theoretical SH body-wave spectra onfocal depth. The numbers represent the
periods (sec) of minima in the amplitude spectrum. The source model is a dip-slip dislocation in a verticalfault

piane. The periods ofminima in the experimental amplitude spectrum are reported in the bottom row

Depth (km) 1234

180

70.933.921.815.8

160

62.529.819.214.0

150

58.127.717.913.0

140

53.725.516.512.0

130

49.323.415.211.1

120

44.921.313.8

100

36.417.111.0

Experimental

52.526.618.314.5 5

12.6

11.0

11.6

the first two long-period minima for the experimental-theoretical comparison of
spectra the best fit is obtained for a focal depth of 140 km. The theoretical spectrum
relating to this depth of the source is shown in Fig. 5. The same result has been obtained
from analysis of this event based on theoretical-experimental comparison of time
series generated with a much higher (lOO)number of modes (LIAO et al., 1978). The
modulation of the spectrum, is dependent not only on focal depth but also on the
geometry of the source in that this last factor can influence the reflection coefficient A

relative to sS waves and the reciprocal polarity with which the Sand sS waves leave the
focus.

An example ofthis effect is shown in Fig. 6 where the dependence ofthe body-wave
spectral modulation on the dip-angle (b) at the source is explored. As 15 decreases from
90° to approximately 55° (Figs. 6a, b, c), the holes in the spectra and the sS phase in the
time series tend gradually to disappear; with a further decrease of 15 from 55° to 45°
(Figs. 6d and e) a new series of minima appears more and more clearly in the spectra
while in the time series the polarity of the sS phase appears opposite with respect to the
cases 6a, b and c. The new distribution of minima in the spectrum can be understood if
we consider that the coefficient A in (1) is now positive and therefore the modulation of
the spectrum (if A = l) is regulated by the factor:

21 cos (wto/2)1 (4)
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Figure 5

Theoretical body-wave spectrum relative to a focal depth of 140 km; the long period modulation is, of ali

those relating to different focal depths, the most similar to that in the experimental spectrum. The results of

this exploration are given in Table 2.

(5)n = O, 1, 2, ...

which gives minima at the periods:

210

Tn = 2n + 1

the spacing of minima in the frequency domain (~f = l/lo) is the same as before,
confirming its dependence on focal depth only.

The results ofFig. 6 suggest further that the large dynamic range in the
experimental body-wave amplitude spectrum can thus be interpreted as evidence that
the dip-angle of the earthquake considered is approximately vertical.

The modulation of the amplitude spectrum does not· help to distinguish between
fault pIane and auxiliary pIane, as can be noted from the comparison ofFigs. 6a and f;
with the help ofthe results from the first motion study this distinction can be obtained
by the opposite polarities ofboth the phases Sand sS or, in the frequency domain, by
the opposite phase spectra .

. A final consideration must be made as to whether the above comparison of spectra
loses in validity owing to possible discrepancies between the real structural parameters
and those used for computations.

LIAO el al. (1978) have shown that significant changes in the structure above a depth
of 700 km only slightly affect the body-wave phases and that the structure below
700 km, here assumed, should not be characterized by noticeable differences relatively
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Dependence of body-wave spectra on the dip angle (.5)at the source. The slip angle is 90°, the focal depth is
140 km. (a).5 = 9(Y; (b).5 = 70°; (c).5 = 55°; (d).5 = 50°; (e).5 = 45°; (f).5 = 0°. At the bottom: geometry

and coordinate system at the source.
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to the corresponding Earth structure. It is therefore reasonable to expect no serious
difficulties from this problem.

The use of other records of this event from circumpacific stations would surely
improve the resolution in the determination of focal parameters; in this first analysis,
however, our main purpose, more than to study the particular event, is only to show a
clear example of S-sS interference for a deep event and the interpretation of its
behavior in the frequency domain by the help of theoretical body-wave spectra.

5. Conc/usions

A regular modulation, observed in the SH body wave spectrum of a deep
earthquake, in the period range of approximately 10-100 sec seems to be mainly
related to interference between direct and surface reftected waves. The computation of
theoretical SH body wave spectra with the contribution of higher Love~wave modes,
has shown that the distributio" of minima in the spectrum is strongly dependent on
focal depth.

Experimental-theoretical comparison ofbody-wave spectra indicates a focal depth
of 140 km in agreement with that obtained by travel time data.

The resolution in the focal depth determination, for the case considered, can be
estimated to within a few kilometers. The modulation of the spectrum is only
observable clearly for those geometries of the fault for which the reftection coefficient
of sS waves approaches 1. Depending on whether the Sand sS waves leaves the focus
with equal or opposite polarity the minima in the amplitude spectrum, corresponding
to jumps in the phase spectrum, occur respectively at the periods Tn = lo/n, n

= 1,2, ... and Tn = 2l0/(2n + 1) where lo is the time interval S-sS.
The high ratio between maxima and minima in the experimental spectrum

considered suggests an approximately vertical fault pIane at the source in agreement
with the result of the first motion study.
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